INTERNATIONAL GRADUATE PROGRAMME
2021(WEALTH & ASSET MANAGEMENT SPECIALISM)

Berenberg was established in 1590, and today we are one of Europe’s leading privately owned
banks, focusing on the business divisions Investment Banking, Corporate Banking as well as
Wealth and Asset Management. Ran by managing partners, Berenberg has a strong presence in
the financial centres of Hamburg, London, New York and Frankfurt. Our 1,573 employees carry
the Bank’s long tradition of success into the future.
At Berenberg we believe talented people are the key to our success. We are looking to hire a
number of outstanding graduates onto our 15-month rotational training programme. You will
gain significant business exposure, comprehensive training and the opportunity to work across
our international offices. The programme is proven to facilitate rapid career progression and
long-term career success.
HOW DOES THE PROGRAMME WORK?
The International Graduate Programme (Wealth & Asset Management Specialism) is a comprehensive 15 month rotational based training programme. In addition to completing a multitude of
international rotations across our European offices, successful candidates will be given the opportunity to explore the entire value chain of our Wealth & Asset Management division. In turn,
gaining valuable insights into the variety of sales teams that encompass its makeup.

Start: 4th October 2021

Click here
to apply.
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As a graduate, you will explore the areas of Wealth and Asset Management distribution, whereby
you will play an active role in acquiring and advising wealthy individuals, family offices and
trusts, whilst working to serve financial intermediaries and institutional investors on the Asset
Management side. Within the specialism of Portfolio Management, you will have the opportunity
to work within the world of equity markets, as well as experiencing the areas of Multi Asset and
the quantitative focused Investment and Risk Management Solutions team. From completing
these rotations, your understanding of the division’s business processes will be further enriched
through having the opportunity to rotate through our COO-Sales Enablement team.
During the programme, you will be enrolled into on-going training and feedback sessions centred around working towards the CFA Level 1 qualification. This truly holistic opportunity offers rapid career progression at a thriving international bank, with the choice for you to determine the team you wish to join on completion of the programme.
WHO WE’D LIKE TO MEET
We encourage applications from candidates with the following attributes:
 outstanding interpersonal skills; smart, inquisitive and driven;
 passion for financial markets, various products and asset classes;
 an ability to work in a fast-paced environment;
 students with a good academic record in any chosen degree discipline;
 fluency in both German and English is essential.
 eligibility to work in Europe on a permanent basis.
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